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Abstract

In this article, we design optimal or near optimal interval routing schemes (IRS, for short)
with small compactness for several classes of plane quadrangulations and triangulations (by
optimality or near optimality we mean that messages are routed via shortest or almost shortest
paths). We show that the subgraphs of the rectilinear grid bounded by simple circuits allow
optimal IRS with at most two circular intervals per edge (2-IRS). We extend this result to all
plane quadrangulations in which all inner vertices have degrees¿ 4. Namely, we establish that
every such graph has an optimal IRS with at most seven linear intervals per edge (7-LIRS). This
leads to a 7-LIRS with the stretch factor 2 for all plane triangulations in which all inner vertices
have degrees¿ 6. All routing schemes can be implemented in linear time. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The routing of messages between pairs of nodes in a network of processors is a
fundamental problem in distributed computation. A network can be viewed as a sym-
metric directed graph, with the vertices representing processors and the directed edges
representing direct connections between processors. A routing scheme is a strategy that
assigns to every source–destination pair the path that a message from the source to the
destination should take. Since the cost of sending a message is roughly proportional
to the number of edges the message has to traverse, it is desirable to route messages
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along paths as short as possible. One possible approach is to store a complete routing
table in each of the n vertices of the network, specifying for each destination the next
edge in some shortest path over which the message must be forwarded. While this
solution guarantees optimal (shortest path) routing, it requires a total of O(n2) node
names. If the network is dense, then one would not expect to be able to do better than
using complete routing tables, although in [1,22] it is shown that routing table space
can be reduced at the expense of increasing the distance traversed by the message (see
[14] for similar but better results in the particular case of planar networks).

A diCerent way of implementing routing schemes, called interval routing, has been
presented in [23], and later in [17,18]. In this method, each node is assigned a distinct
label from the set {1; : : : ; n}. Arcs are bi-directional and are labelled with one or
several subintervals of the (linear or circular) interval [1 : : : n] so that for any node v
the intervals associated with outgoing edges from v are pairwise disjoint and their union
covers [1 : : : n] (a precise deEnition is given in the next section). When a message with
destination v arrives at node u �= v, the message is forwarded on the unique outgoing
edge labelled with an interval containing the label of v. In most cases, [1 : : : n] is the
cyclic interval, i.e., all subintervals are understood to wrap around. Such a scheme
is called a circular interval routing scheme (IRS for short). Variants of the scheme
include linear interval routing schemes (LIRS), in which [1 : : : n] is viewed as a linear
interval; k-interval routing schemes, in which edges can be labelled with at most k
intervals (k-IRS or k-LIRS and their variants), strict interval routing schemes (k-SIRS
or k-SLIRS) if any label of an outgoing edge from u cannot include the label for
u. The eGciency of an interval routing scheme is measured in terms of its stretch
factor—the maximum ratio between the length of the path traversed by a message and
that of the shortest path between its source and destination, and its compactness—the
maximum number of intervals constituting the label of an edge. An interval routing
scheme for which all messages are routed along shortest paths is called an optimal
scheme.

Many highly regular networks such as complete graphs, grids (alias meshes), hyper-
cubes, complete bipartite graphs, unit interval graphs admit optimal 1-LIRS [2,11,17].
Other networks such as trees, rings, tori, unit circular-arc graphs, outerplanar graphs,
and interval graphs have optimal 1-IRS or 1-SIRS [11,13,18,21,23]. Finally, in [20]
it is shown that the 2-trees allow optimal 3-IRS. It is known that all graphs have
nonoptimal 1-SIRS [17,23]: it is suGcient to route along paths of an arbitrary span-
ning tree. On the other hand, the problem of determining whether a given graph has
a k-SIRS (or its variants) with stretch factor s is NP-complete for every integer k¿1
and for every 16s¡3=2 (see [9,10]). If one considers the class of planar graphs, then
[14] establishes that they allow optimal SIRS with compactness63p=2, where p is
the smallest number of disjoint faces that cover all the nodes. On the negative side,
[16] shows that for every integer n large enough there exists a planar graph with
n vertices (a plane triangulation of bounded degree, in fact) of compactness �(

√
n)

(for other lower bounds concerning interval routing in planar graphs see [24]). It is
conjectured in [15] that every n-vertex plane graph has compactness O(

√
n). For a

complete list of results and concepts from the domain of interval routing see the recent
survey [15].
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In this note, we design optimal or near-optimal interval routing schemes with small
compactness for several natural classes of planar networks. First we consider the case of
rectilinear cells (subgraphs of the rectilinear two-dimensional grid bounded by simple
circuits of this grid) and show that they allow optimal 2-SIRS. Next we show that
every plane graph in which all inner faces are quadrangles and all inner vertices have
degrees larger than 3 supports optimal 7-SLIRS. As a consequence of these results,
we establish that two further classes of plane graphs admit compact routing schemes
with a small stretch factor, in particular, that the plane graphs in which all inner faces
are triangles and all inner vertices with degrees larger than 5 allow 7-SIRS with the
stretch factor 2.

Notice that the quadrangulations G arising in this paper can be viewed as special
subgraphs of most popular network topologies (hypercubes, meshes, tori). Even more,
each such G can be represented as a subgraph of a respective host graph H such that
the distances in G and in H between any pair of vertices of G coincide (i.e. G is
a distance-preserving subgraph of H). Although Ending interval routing schemes with
small compactness for large and natural classes of graphs seems to be an interesting
problem in its own rights, this remark shows that the routing schemes in our quad-
rangulations may be used for eGcient routing in multi-user multi-processor systems.
Many multi-processor systems (e.g., InteliPSC860, Intel Paragon) may be conEgured
as multi-user systems to better utilize the computational power. For this, processors
are allocated to users so that no processor is simultaneously used by more than one
user. As a result, the respective hypercube or mesh topology is divided into subhy-
percubes or submeshes specifying a restricted access to a portion of the network for
particular users. In general, the set of processors allocated to a speciEc user may induce
an arbitrary subgraph of the network. This implies that messages of a user may pass
via processors allocated to another user. In order to avoid this phenomenon, one can
force the subgraphs to be connected subhypercubes or submeshes [6,12]. Since many
communication procedures are based on distance criteria, one can further force the
respective subgraphs to be distance-preserving. There is a price to pay for this: even
if a large number of algorithms for basic communication and routing problems have
been developed for all common network architectures, it can be diGcult (and diCerent)
to solve the corresponding problems when the subgraph allocated to a speciEc user is
arbitrary, connected, or distance-preserving. From this perspective, our note contributes
to the routing problem in a multi-user systems with a hypercube, torus or mesh topol-
ogy in which the subgraph allocated to each user is a quadrangulation deEned above.
Notice that, motivated by this application, the broadcasting problem in submeshes and,
in particular, in rectilinear cells has been considered in [12].

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Interval routing schemes

Let G= (V; E) be a connected undirected graph with n vertices which represents
a network. In order to model bidirectionality of the links in the network, we will
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treat an undirected edge uv between the vertices u and v as a pair (u; v) and (v; u) of
complementary directed edges. Note that in all other respects the graph is considered
to be undirected. The distance dG(u; v) between two vertices u and v of G is the length
of a shortest path between u and v.

A (sub)interval [a : : : b] of the discrete cyclic interval [1 : : : n] is a contiguous subcol-
lection of integers between a and b, where 1 follows n in cyclic order, i.e., [a : : : b] =
{i: a6i6b} if a6b and [a : : : b] = [1 : : : n] − [b+ 1 : : : a− 1] otherwise.

A k-interval routing scheme (k-IRS for short) of G is a pair R= (L;I) verifying
the following conditions:
(i) L is a bijection between V and {1; : : : ; n}, where L(v) is called the label of the

vertex v∈V ;
(ii) I :E→ 2L(V ) assigns to each directed edge (u; v) an edge label I(u; v) which is

a set containing k or fewer disjoint subintervals of the cyclic (or linear) interval
[1 : : : n], such that for each v∈V , the intervals associated with the outgoing edges
form a partition of [1 : : : n] (possibly excluding L(v));

(iii) for each distinct u; v∈V , there exists a path R(u; v) = (u= x0; x1; : : : ; xt−1; xt = v)
such that L(v)∈I(xi−1; xi) for every i= 1; : : : ; t.

The path R(u; v) in (iii) is called a routing path and its length is denoted by dR(u; v).
If all routing paths are shortest paths, then R is called an optimal k-IRS, otherwise
max{dR(u; v)=dG(u; v): u; v∈V} is the stretch factor of the routing scheme R. For a
subset of vertices X ⊆V set L(X ) =

⋃{L(x): x∈X }.
To give a simple but instructive example consider the classical routing scheme for a

tree T . In this case, the label of a vertex v is its number in a depth Erst search (DFS)
traversal of the vertices of T . Removing an arbitrary edge uv of T we obtain two
subtrees Tu and Tv, where u∈Tu and v∈Tv. The characteristic feature of DFS is that
the labels of the vertices from Tu and Tv constitute two complementary subintervals of
the cyclic interval [1 : : : n]. Therefore, if one set I(u; v) =L(Tv) and I(v; u) =L(Tu),
we obtain an optimal 1-SIRS.

2.2. Plane graphs

In this subsection we brieLy introduce some classes of plane graphs and recall their
basic properties which will be used in the sequel. All graphs occurring here are Enite,
without loops or multiple edges.

By a plane quadrangulation (resp., triangulation) we mean a plane graph in which
all inner faces are quadrangles (resp., triangles). One would not expect that Ending a
routing scheme in such graphs is easier than in general plane graphs, however, imposing
some constraints on degrees of inner vertices, one can separate (enough large) classes
of triangulations and quadrangulations allowing compact routing schemes.

Denote by Q4 the class of plane quadrangulations in which all inner vertices have
degree¿4. Let T6 denote the class of plane triangulations in which all inner vertices
have degree¿6. Q4 and T6 occur in [3–5] as the 2-dimensional instances of more
general classes of graphs (for example, Q4 is a subclass of median graphs). Examples
of graphs from both classes are presented in Fig. 1. Using the speciEc properties of
graphs from Q4, one can show that every such quadrangulation G has a plane drawing
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Quadrangulation from    4 Triangulation from   6T Q

Fig. 1.

Rectilinear Cell  Hexagonal system

Fig. 2.

in which every inner face is a parallelogram. In the sequel, we will draw all examples
of G ∈Q4 in this way.

A region R of a (not necessarily Enite) plane graph is a plane subgraph induced
by a Enite connected set of inner faces. The (topological) boundary @R of R is the
set of edges which occur in precisely one inner face of R. (In a similar way, one can
deEne the boundary @G, alias the outer face, of a Enite plane graph G.) A region R is
simply connected if its complement R2\R is connected and if its boundary edges can
be ordered to form a single closed path.

An important particular case of quadrangulations in Q4 is constituted by the simply
connected regions R of the square lattice Z2 (for an illustration see Fig. 2). We will
call such a graph R a rectilinear cell. All the inner vertices of a rectilinear cell R
have degree 4, while all vertices of @R have degree64. In a similar way, a hexagonal
(alias benzenoid) system is a Enite, simply connected region of the hexagonal lattice
(a tiling of the plane into regular hexagons).

We continue with some additional notions and properties of plane graphs introduced
above. An induced subgraph H of a graph G is called gated if for every vertex x
outside H there exists a vertex x′ (the gate of x) in H such that each vertex y of
H is connected with x by a shortest path passing through the gate x′. An induced
subgraph (or a subset of vertices) H is called convex if H includes every shortest
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path of G between two vertices u; v from H . Every gated subgraph is convex. The
converse is not true in general. However, this is so for median graphs (and therefore,
for quadrangulations from Q4); see, for example, [25].

Let G= (V; E) be a plane graph. A cut {A; B} of G is a partition of V into two
sets A and B. Let E(A; B) be the set of edges with one end in A and another one in
B. Evidently, removing the edges of E(A; B) from G we obtain a graph with at least
two connected components, i.e. E(A; B) is a cutset of edges. If both halves occurring
in the cut {A; B} are convex, we call such a cut convex. In this case the sets A and
B are called halfplanes. If G ∈Q4, the amount of convex cuts of G is rich enough to
encode its metric. Moreover, every convex cut {A; B} of G can be obtained by cutting
G along a polygonal line. Namely, as G is bipartite, each of its edge ab induces a
bipartition of V into V =V (a; b)∪V (b; a), where

V (a; b) = {v ∈ V : d(v; a) ¡ d(v; b)};
V (b; a) = {v ∈ V : d(v; b) ¡ d(v; a)}:

The sets V (a; b) and V (b; a) are convex for every median graph (actually this holds
exactly for graphs isometrically embeddable into hypercubes; see [7] for details), in
particular for G ∈Q4. The convexity of all the sets V (a; b); V (b; a) is equivalent to the
fact that the following relation � is an equivalence relation [7,8]: deEne for any edges
uv and xy of G,

uv � xy⇔ either x ∈ V (u; v) and y ∈ V (v; u);

or y ∈ V (u; v) and x ∈ V (v; u):

We may compare � to the following relation �∗. First say that two edges uv and
xy are in relation � if they either are equal or constitute opposite edges on some
inner face of G. Then let �∗ be the transitive closure of � on the edge set E. From
[3] we know that �=�∗. Let E1; E2; : : : ; Em be the equivalence classes of � and let
Z= {{A1; B1}; {A2; B2}; : : : ; {Am; Bm}} be the collection of underlying convex cuts of
G. The equality �=�∗ implies a straightforward linear time algorithm for listing the
equivalence classes of G. Let Zi be the family of inner faces of G which are crossed
by {Ai; Bi}. We call Zi the zone of the cut {Ai; Bi} (having a look at Egures from
Section 4, one can equally view Zi as a train track). Finally, let Ci be a polygonal
line deEned in the following way: the vertices of Ci are middles of the edges of Ei
and two such vertices are adjacent if and only if they are hosting edges in relation �.
If we cut the plane along Ci, then once entering a face of Zi we must exit this face
through a parallel edge and we will never visit this face again. In particular, the line
along which we cut has no self-intersections. Furthermore, from more general results
from [3,5] it is known that Ci and the sets bd(Ai) =Ai ∩Zi and bd(Bi) =Bi ∩Zi are
paths. We call bd(Ai) and bd(Bi) the border lines of the convex cut {Ai; Bi} and Ci

the pseudoline of this cut. Every two pseudolines Ci and Cj intersect in at most one
point (resp., every two zones Zi and Zj share at most one common inner face of G).
Finally, notice that there is at least one cut {Ai; Bi} such that one of Ai; Bi is a path
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Fig. 3.

(using this property and induction, one can show that G has a plane drawing in which
all inner faces are parallelograms).

We call two cuts {Ai; Bi} and {Aj; Bj} transversal if all four intersections Ai ∩Aj; Ai ∩
Bj; Bi ∩Aj; Bi ∩Bj are non-empty (i.e., if the pseudolines Ci and Cj cross each other),
and laminar otherwise. A subfamily C⊆Z of cuts is called laminar if every two cuts
of C are laminar. The importance of laminar collections of cuts resides in the under-
lying tree structure deEned by these cuts. Namely, let C= {{Ai1 ; Bi1}; : : : ; {Aik ; Bik}}
be a collection of laminar cuts, i.e., they pseudolines are pairwise disjoint. Cutting
G along the disjoint pseudolines Ci1 ; : : : ; Cik , we will obtain a partition of G into
k + 1 regions R0; R1; : : : ; Rk , each containing one connected component of the graph
(V; E\(Ei1 ∪ : : : Eik )) (see Fig. 3 for an illustration). To make our treatment more in-
tuitive, further we identify the connected components of this graph with their hosting
regions. DeEne a graph T (C) having R0; R1; : : : ; Rk+1 as a vertex-set and two vertices
Rs and Rt are adjacent if and only if there is a cut of C whose two border lines belong
one to Rs and another to Rt . Since C is laminar, T (C) is a tree.

This simple observation is crucial in designing the routing algorithm for G. First, we
construct a collection C of k laminar cuts, such that the resulting regions R0; R1; : : : ; Rk
are rectilinear or pseudorectilinear cells (roughly speaking, a pseudorectilinear cell is a
quadrangulation of Q4 in which all inner vertices have degree 4 except a certain amount
of vertices of degree 5 located in a rather speciEc way). To assign contiguous intervals
of labels to each of these regions, we perform a DFS traversal of the tree T (C). To
label the vertices inside each cell, we exploit the speciEc structure of rectilinear and
pseudorectilinear cells. Routing inside rectilinear cells can be done using two circular
or three linear intervals per edge (this is the result of Section 3), while routing inside
pseudorectilinear cells needs at most Eve linear intervals per edge. Since every cell Rj
is convex, the routing paths between two vertices of Rj are shortest paths in the global
graph G. To route messages between vertices in diCerent cells, we exploit the treelike
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structure of laminar cuts and the fact that the regions Rj are not only convex but also
gated. This needs two extra intervals per edge, yielding an optimal 7-SLIRS.

2.3. Properties of quadrangulations from Q4

Here we give a list of properties of graphs G ∈Q4. As we already noticed, the
graphs from Q4 are median, and this implies that � is an equivalence relation which
coincides with �∗, and that the halves Ai; Bi and the border lines bd(Ai); bd(Bi) of
every convex cut are gated. For the proofs of these and other results about median
graphs see [3,5,25].

Let C be a collection of k laminar convex cuts of G which partition the graph G
into the regions R0; R1; : : : ; Rk . For two regions Ri and Rj let Ri0 :=Ri; Ri1 ; : : : ; Ris :=Rj
be the path connecting the nodes Ri and Rj in the tree T (C). Pick two arbitrary vertices
x∈Ri and y∈Rj. Denote by x1 the gate of x in Ri1 and by ys−1 the gate of y in Ris−1 .
Suppose that the vertices x1 ∈Ri1 ; : : : ; xl ∈Ril and ys−1 ∈Ris−1 ; : : : ; ys−l ∈Ris−i have been
recursively deEned. If l¡s, then let xil+1 be the gate of xl in Ril+1 and yis−l−1 be the
gate of ys−l in Ris−l−1 .

Property 1. The vertices x1; x2; : : : ; xs lie on a common shortest path between x and
y. Similarly, the vertices ys−1; ys−2; : : : ; y0 lie on a common shortest path between y
and x.

Proof. It suGces to establish that x1 belongs to a shortest path between x and y, the
general statement is obtained by induction on s. Consider the cut {Ai; Bi} of C such
that bd(Ai)⊆Ri0 and bd(Bi)⊆Ri1 . Then Ai contains the region Ri0 , while the halfplane
Bi contains the regions Ri1 ; : : : ; Ris . In particular, x∈Ai and y∈Bi. The gate of x in Bi
is a vertex of bd(Bi). Since bd(Bi) ⊂ Ri1 , this gate coincides with the gate of x in Ri1 ,
i.e., with x1. Hence dG(x; y) =dG(x; x1) + dG(x1; y).

By a corner of a plane quadrangulation we will mean a vertex of degree 2.

Property 2. Every quadrangulation G ∈Q4 contains at least four corners.

Proof. Let f denote the number of inner faces of G; e the number of edges, n the
number of vertices, b the number of vertices incident with the outer face, and c the
number of corners. Then f − e + n= 1 and 4f + b= 2e hold according to Euler’s
formula and the hypothesis that all inner faces have 4 edges. Eliminating f yields
4n− b− 4 = 2e. On the other hand, from the condition on the vertex degrees of inner
vertices, we obtain the inequality 2e¿4(n − b) + 3(b − c) + 2c= 4n − b − c; whence
c¿4, as required.

We conclude with a (trivial) hereditary property of the class Q4.

Property 3. If G ∈Q4 and R is a simply connected region of G, then R∈Q4.
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3. Routing in rectilinear cells

Throughout this section, G= (V; E) is a rectilinear cell. The edges of G are divided
into horizontal and vertical edges. Removing all vertical edges of G, we will obtain a
graph consisting of horizontal edges of G grouped into horizontal paths (h-paths, for
short) hp0; : : : ; hps; for illustration see Fig. 4. Each h-path is a connected component of
this graph. DeEne the following tree Th : =Th(G): its nodes are the h-paths and two
nodes hpi and hpj are adjacent in Th if and only if there exists a vertical edge with
one end in hpi and another in hpj (the deEnition of a rectilinear cell implies that Th is
indeed a tree). If two horizontal paths hpi and hpj are adjacent in Th, the edges with
one end in hpi and another in hpj will constitute an equivalence class of the relation �.
Removing these edges from G, we will obtain a graph with two connected components
Pij and Pji, where hpi ⊆Pij and hpj ⊆Pji. We call Pji a pocket of G with respect to hpi.
Here is another way to view Pij and Pji: removing the edge between hpi ; hpj from Th, we
will obtain two subtrees Th

ij and Th
ji such that hpi ∈Th

ij and hpj ∈Th
ji . Then Pij contains

precisely the vertices of G which lie on h-paths from Th
ij and Pji contains the vertices

of G on h-paths from Th
ji .

The subpath sj of hpi which is a border line of the cut deEned by Pij and Pji is called
the support of the pocket Pji. Given a vertex x∈ hpi and a pocket Pji of hpi, we say
that Pji is located left (resp., right) from x if the support of Pji is left (resp., right)
from x. Finally, we say that a vertex v of G is left from x∈ hpi if either v belongs to
a pocket left from x or v∈ hpi and v is left from x (similarly deEne the vertices right
from x). Let Left i(x) and Righti(y) denote the set of vertices left from x and the set
of vertices right from x. If y is the vertex of hpi immediately left (resp., right) from x,
then Left i(x) (resp., Righti(x)) consists of the vertices z such that every shortest path

pockets

segments

Fig. 4.
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from z to x passes via y. Notice that Left i(x)∪Righti(x)∪{x} contains all vertices of
G except the vertices located in the pockets whose supports contain the vertex x.

3.1. Vertex labelling

Hereafter Th is assumed to be rooted at hp0. The labelling algorithm is recursive,
starting with the root-path hp0. At each stage we traverse some h-path, say hpi and
successively number its vertices and reserve contiguous intervals of available labels
to all pockets of hpi, except the pocket containing the root-path. Then we recursively
continue the distribution of labels within each pocket of hpi. Suppose Pji is a pocket
of hpi not containing hp0. To specify the labelling in Pji, we Erst label the h-path
hpj of Pji. At the previous stage, we assigned to Pji a contiguous interval [aj : : : bj] of
numbers. Now, we label the vertices of hpj with numbers from [aj : : : bj] and reserve
contiguous subintervals of [aj : : : bj] to each pocket of hpj not containing hp0. The
labelling algorithm Enishes when all h-paths of G are labelled. At each stage we have
the following global picture: one part of vertices of G is labelled, and the remaining
vertices are grouped into pockets with common or distinct supports, and to each such
pocket a subinterval of [1 : : : n] is assigned.

Now we describe the recursion step in details. Suppose as above that the current
h-path is hpj, its father in Th is the path hpi, and the circular interval assigned to Pji is
I = [aj : : : bj]. To facilitate the exposition, we assume, without loss of generality, that
I is a linear interval (if not, this can be done by a suitable rotation of the circular
interval [1 : : : n]). Notice that Pij is the pocket of hj containing the root hp0. Denote
the pockets of hpj by Pi1j; : : : ; Pik j. Every edge and vertex of hpj may belong to 0,1,
or 2 supports of pockets. We partition the path hpj from left to right into maximal
by inclusion subpaths c1; c2; : : : ; cq (called segments) each consisting of vertices which
belong to supports of the same pockets of hpj. The support of each pocket is a union
of one or several consecutive segments.

We start by labelling the rightmost segment ct in the support of Pij with |ct | smallest
labels of [aj; bj] and update I by setting I = [aj + |ct | − 1 : : : bj]. To label the remaining
segments and pockets of hpj, we traverse the segments of hpj Erst from ct to the left
and then from the rightmost segment of hpj until ct . Notice that if ct belongs to the
support of yet another pocket, the algorithm will end up by labelling this pocket. Let
cl be the current segment with respect to a chosen direction of labelling. We have
three possibilities:

(i) cl does not belong to any support of a pocket. Then label cl with the interval
consisting of Erst |cl| numbers from I and update I (case of I13 from Fig. 5);

(ii) cl belongs to the support of exactly one pocket Ptj. If Ptj was not labelled, then
assign to this pocket an interval consisting of |Ptj| smallest labels of I , then label cl
with the next portion of |cl| available labels, and update I (for an illustration, see the
segment I2 in Fig. 5). Otherwise proceed as in case (i);

(iii) cl belongs to the supports of two pockets Pt1j and Pt2j. If one of these pockets,
say Pt1j has been already labelled, then Erst we label cl with |cl| smallest labels of
I , then assign to Pt2j the interval consisting of the next portion of |Pt2j| consecutive
labels of I , and update I (case of I7 in Fig. 5). Otherwise, if neither of two pockets is
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Fig. 5. Reserving labels for pockets and segments.

labelled (in this case, all three paths cl; st1 , and st2 share a common end-vertex), then
Erst label the pocket with the largest support, next label the segment cl, then label the
second pocket, and, Enally, update the interval I (case of I14 in Fig. 5).

Notice that case (i) may occur only if G is not two-connected. After the distribution
of labels to the segments and the pockets of hpj, the vertices in each segment are
labelled in a left-to-right order. For a vertex v of G, let L(v) be the label of v
given by our algorithm. We conclude with the following property of the labelling
scheme.

Lemma 1. Let hpj be an arbitrary h-path of G. Then the vertices in one pocket of
hpj form a single interval in the labelling.

Proof. The property follows from the labelling procedure: while treating the current
h-path, its pockets are labelled with single circular intervals, and the pocket containing
the root-path has been labelled at some previous stage. On the other hand, the labels
of pockets occurring on previous iterations do not change.

3.2. Edge labelling

First, pick a vertical edge uv of G, with u∈ hpi and v∈ hpj. Assign to I(u; v) the
interval of labels of Pji, similarly let I(v; u) be the interval of labels of Pij.

Now, assume that uv is a horizontal edge of the h-path hpj, say u is left from v.
Assign to I(u; v) the set of labels of vertices from Rightj(u) and to I(v; u) the set
of labels of vertices from Leftj(v). We assert that I(u; v) and I(v; u) occupy one or
two circular intervals. If the edge uv does not lie in the support of some pocket, then
Leftj(v)∪Rightj(u) =V and each I(u; v) and I(v; u) is a single circular interval. To
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Fig. 6.

consider the remaining cases, suppose that u and v are left from ct (the case when u
and v are right from ct is analogous by exchanging the roles of u and v). Two cases
may occur.

Case 1. The edge uv belongs to the supports of two pockets Pt1j and Pt2j of hpj.
Then u and v lie on a common segment cl, therefore their labels are consecu-

tive numbers. According to the labelling algorithm, one of the pockets, say Pt1j, was
labelled before cl and the second pocket was labelled immediately after cl. Hence
I(v; u) occupies two intervals: the vertices of cl which are left from v form one
interval and the remaining vertices of Leftj(v) form a single contiguous interval in
the labelling. The left endpoint of this interval is the next label after the right end-
point of the label of the pocket Pt2j, and the right endpoint is the largest label of
a vertex in a segment or a pocket of hpi which is left from ct . In order to show
that I(u; v) consists of two intervals, consider the segment ck which was labelled im-
mediately after the pocket Pt1j. The segment ck is either the leftmost segment which
belongs to the support of Pt1j or the second leftmost segment (this case occurs when
the leftmost segment belongs to the support of a previously labelled pocket). Let z
be the rightmost end-vertex of ck . Denote by P the subpath of hpi comprised be-
tween v and z (see Fig. 6). Clearly P belongs to the support of Pi1j. Consider the
subset X of Rightj(u) consisting of P and all pockets having their support in P.
Due to the labelling algorithm, the labels of vertices from X form a single contigu-
ous interval [L(z) : : :L(v)]. Indeed, after labelling Pt1j, the algorithm labels ck Erst,
next it labels the pocket having the segment ck as support (if such a pocket exists),
and then it considers the segment immediately left from ck . It treats this segment
in the same way as ck . The labelling of X will Enish when the algorithm arrives
at the segment cl. Thus the label of X is indeed [L(z) : : :L(v)]. Using similar ar-
guments, one can show that Rightj(u) − X =: Rightj(z) constitutes a single circular
interval.
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Fig. 7.

Case 2. The edge uv belongs to the support of a single pocket Pt1j.
First consider I(v; u). If u does not belong to another support of a pocket, then the

labels of all vertices from Leftj(v) constitute a single interval. Otherwise, proceed as
in Case 1 to establish that I(v; u) occupies two intervals.

It remains to prove the same thing about I(u; v). Let cl be the segment containing
v. First suppose that v does not belong to another support of a pocket. In this case the
pocket Pt1j was labelled before the segment cl. As in Case 1, consider the segment ck
which was labelled immediately after Pt1j. Using similar arguments as in Case 1, one
can show that I(u; v) consists of two circular intervals: one is generated by the labels
of all vertices of hpi between v and the rightmost vertex z of ck and all pockets with
supports in this path, and the second interval is formed by all vertices of G which are
right from z (see Fig. 7).

Now, suppose that v belongs to the support st2 of a pocket Pt2j. Clearly, u =∈ st2
from the initial assumption, whence v is the leftmost vertex of st2 and cl. If Pt2j was
labelled before cl, then according to the algorithm, the pocket Pt1j was labelled after
cl = sj1 ∩ sj2 . In this case, I(u; v) forms a single circular interval. Otherwise, if Pt2j was
labelled after cl = sj2 , then Pt1j was numbered before cl. Using arguments as in Case
1, one can show that I(u; v) consists of two circular intervals. Concluding, we have
established the following result:

Lemma 2. For every edge uv of G each of the labels I(u; v) and I(v; u) occupies at
most two contiguous circular intervals.

3.3. Routing

We continue by showing that for distinct vertices u; v of G the messages from
u to v are rooted via a shortest path, i.e., that there is a shortest (u; v)-path R(u; v) =
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Fig. 8. A routing scheme in a rectilinear cell.

(u= x0; x1; : : : ; xk−1; xk = v) such that L(v)∈I(xi−1; xi) for every i= 1; : : : ; k. We pro-
ceed by induction on k =dG(u; v). If u and v are adjacent, this is obviously true. Now,
let k¿2. Consider the h-path hpi passing via u. Let w be the vertex of hpi immedi-
ately right from u. As we noticed already (and this easily follows from the fact that
h-paths are gated), w lies on a shortest path between u and any vertex located right
from u. Therefore, if v∈Righti(u), then L(v) belongs to the label of the directed
edge (u; w). Since dG(u; v) =dG(w; v) + 1, applying the induction assumption to the
couple w; v, we obtain the shortest path R(u; v) = {u}∪R(w; v) along which messages
from the source u are routed to the destination v. Now, suppose that v belongs to a
pocket Pji whose support sj contains the vertex u. Let z be the neighbour of u in Pji.
According to the algorithm, the label of the directed edge (u; z) is precisely the label
of the pocket Pji. In particular, L(v)∈I(u; z). Since z is the gate of u in Pji, we have
dG(u; v) =dG(z; v) + 1.

Again, applying the induction hypothesis to the pair z; v we obtain the shortest path
R(z; v). Adjoining to this path the edge uz to derive the desired shortest path R(u; v).
Notice that the shortest paths used in the routing “prefer” vertical edges provided the
current vertex and the destination v are in a common pocket and use horizontal edges
only to move towards the current pocket hosting v (for illustration see Figs. 8 and 9).
Summarizing, here is the main result of this section:
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Theorem 1. For rectilinear cells the described routing scheme R= (L;I) is an
optimal 2-SIRS and an optimal 3-SLIRS

Notice that the routing scheme can be constructed in total linear time. For this,
we construct the tree Th and assign to each node hpi the number of vertices in the
h-path hpi. Using this, one can compute for each edge of Th the weight of the two
subtrees deEned by this edge. This can be done recursively by taking the reverse
ordering deEned by a DFS numbering of the nodes of Th. With this information at
hand, the labelling of vertices and pockets is performed in total O(n) time. Having
assigned intervals of admissible labels to all pockets, we immediately can write down
the intervals aCected to vertical oriented edges. Traversing each horizontal path from
left to right and from right to left, we derive the labels of all horizontal arcs of this
path, establishing our assertion.

Open question. We conjecture that there exists a rectilinear cell not admitting an
optimal 1-SIRS.

The results of this section can be extended in a straightforward way to two-connected
quadrangulations G ∈Q4 in which all inner vertices have degree 4 and all boundary
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Fig. 10.

vertices have degree64. We will use the same name rectilinear cells for such graphs
as well. Notice that not every such graph can be represented as a subgraph of the
rectilinear grid: one simple example is given in Fig. 10 below. To adapt the rout-
ing scheme to such graphs G, we have to End the analogous of h-paths. For this,
pick a convex cut of G, say {A1; B1}, and take its border lines bd(A1) and bd(B1).
Extend these paths to maximal by inclusion convex (alias, gated) paths P′; P′′ of G.
Let us explain how to extend the path P := bd(A1). Pick the end-vertices x; y of P
and denote by x′; y′ their neighbours in P. If x has an adjacent inner vertex v such
that x′; x; v do not belong to a common inner face, then set P :=P ∪{v}. Otherwise,
if x has a neighbour v on the boundary of G and x′; x; v do not lie on a common
inner face, then again set P :=P ∪{v}. If such a vertex v does not exist, then we
stop augmenting P from this side. Perform the same operation on the other side of
P. The resulting path P′ is locally convex, because no three consecutive vertices of
P′ lie on a common 4-face, therefore it is convex and gated. Now, take P′ and P′′

as the Erst two h-paths and remove the edges in between. Next, pick all convex cuts
of G which have one border line contained in P′, take their opposite border lines
and augment them as we did with bd(A1) and bd(B1). The resulting convex paths
are the next h-paths. Delete the edges from the equivalence classes deEning all such
cuts. After this operation, P′ will become a connected component in the current graph
(because of degree constraints). Perform the same operation with P′′, and then with
each h-path found after P′ and P′′. Continuing this, we will arrive at a graph in which
all connected components are convex paths containing one or several border lines of
some cuts of G. With this structure at hand, we can further deEne the tree Th, the
pockets and their supports, which altogether allow to construct the required routing
scheme.

Finally, notice that the results can be immediately extended to quadrangulations from
Q4 in which all maximal two-connected components are rectilinear cells.
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4. Routing in quadrangulations from Q4

In this section, we present the main result of this note: an optimal 7-SLIRS for
graphs G= (V; E) from Q4. For this, we construct a collection C⊂Z of laminar cuts
which partitions G into rectilinear or pseudorectilinear cells. Each pseudorectilinear cell
is further subdivided into rectilinear cells using a new family of laminar cuts (but with
respect to this cell only). Applying the algorithm from Section 3, the fact that the
regions in the resulting partition are gated, and the treelike structure of the family C,
we can establish the desired routing scheme.

4.1. Construction of C

The collection C is constructed step by step, by adding each time a new convex cut
which is laminar to previously deEned cuts. We take an arbitrary convex cut as the
Erst cut of C and place its halves into a queue Q. Now, suppose we have deEned a
collection C of i laminar cuts. Their pseudolines partition G into i+1 regions. Several
of these regions are in the current queue. Pick the region R at the front of Q. We
search R for a new laminar convex cut. If such a cut is not found, we delete R from
Q. Now suppose a new laminar cut {A; B} has been found. Its pseudoline C partitions
R into two regions R′ and R′′ (notice that C intersects the boundary of R in two edges
of @G). One of these regions, say R′′, is a halfplane of G (hence it can be further
treated as the halves of the Erst cut). We add {A; B} to C, replace R by R′ at the front
of Q and add the region R′′ at the back of the queue. The algorithm stops when Q is
empty.

Notice that the region R0 :=R which just arrived in front of Q is always a halfplane.
Let R+ be the Erst region removed from the front of the queue after the arrival of
R in head. Obviously, R+ ⊆R is a region in the Enal subdivision of G. We call
the intermediate steps between handling R and removing R+ from Q a phase of the
algorithm. During a phase we cut oC disjoint halfplanes from R and add their deEning
cuts to C. The updated region will be also denoted by R. To prove the correctness of
the algorithm, it suGces to precise the evolution of the region R in front of Q during
the phase and to establish the structure of the Enal region R+.

Denote by L0 the border line of the cut of G whose halfplane is the initial region
R0. Obviously, L0 will belong to boundaries of all regions R occurring in the phase.
For this reason, we call L0 a basis line. We need two other terms, inspired by com-
putational geometry. The complement of L0 in the boundary of the current region R
is called the beach line of R and is denoted by .(R). This path is an alternating se-
quence of subpaths of the boundary of G and subpaths of border lines of laminar cuts
found within the phase but before handling the current region R (in pictures, border
lines look like arcs of parabolas or hyperbolas, whence the name). Finally, the sweep
front /(R) consists of one or several paths (called sweep lines) with both end-vertices
on the beach line. Together with the basis line and some subpaths in the beach line,
the sweep front bounds a subregion R+ of R. The vertices in R+ are precisely those
vertices of R which have been already swept. For each vertex v∈ /(R), we denote
by deg−(v) the number of external neighbours of v, i.e., neighbours located in R but
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Fig. 11. A partially swept region.

outside R+ ∪ /(R). In one iteration of the phase, the vertices of current sweep line L
are considered one after other. If a current vertex v of L has deg−(v)¿2, and there
exists a cut passing in the neighbourhood of v such that one of its halfplanes is dis-
joint from R+, then we add this cut to C, update the region R, its beach line, and
R+. Finally, replace in the sweep front the path containing v by two its subpaths, and
start a new iteration of the same phase. Otherwise, if all vertices in a path of the
sweep front have been considered without Ending a new cut, we advance this path,
add the swept line to R+, update the sweep front, and start a new iteration. In Fig. 11
we present an example of a partially swept region R together with its current sweep
front.

Each path L of /(R) contains both its end-vertices on the beach line. These vertices
divide the boundary of R into two chains CL; C′

L. One of these chains, say CL is disjoint
from L0. In analogy with rectilinear cells, call the region RL bounded by L and CL

a pocket of L. Clearly RL ∩R+ =L. At each iteration of the phase, we take care to
preserve the following structural invariant: for each path L of the sweep front /(R),
the chain CL either consists of a single subpath of @G, or of a subpath of @G and
a subpath P of a border line of some cut of C, or of two subpaths P′; P′′ of border
lines of two cuts of C and a subpath of @G in between. In the Erst case, the pocket
RL is a halfplane. In the second and third cases, we call RL a bigon and a trigon,
respectively. The trigons and bigons can be viewed as variants of open triangles and
strictly asymptotic open triangles in hyperbolic geometry; cf. Chapter 8 of [19]. For
an illustration of these notions see Fig. 12.

At the beginning of the phase, R is a halfplane. The sweep front /(R) consists solely
of the basis line L0. The region R+ is empty and the pocket of L0 is the whole region
R. Now, let a current region R be given. Suppose its beach line .(R) and the sweep
front /(R) are deEned, and a current line L∈ /(R) has to be considered (L=L0 at the
beginning). Denote by v′0; v

′′
0 the end-vertices of L. We traverse the vertices of the line

L from one end to another (to Ex an orientation, say from left to right), and stop at
the Erst vertex (if it exists) with at least two external neighbours. In dependence of its
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Fig. 12. Halfplane 1.
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Fig. 13. Halfplane 2.

existence, location, and the form of the pocket RL, three main cases may occur: RL is
a halfplane, a bigon, or a trigon.

Case Halfplane 1: For each vertex v∈L, we have deg−(v)61. The external neigh-
bours of vertices of L induce one or several paths L1; : : : ; Lp as in Fig. 13 (since the
border lines are convex, the external neighbours of two vertices from L must be dis-
tinct). Every path L2; : : : ; Lp−1 is a border line of some cut of G, while L1 and Lp
are subpaths of border lines of two cuts {Ai; Bi} and {Al; Bl}, say L1 ⊆ bd(Ai) and
Lp⊆Al. Denote by L′1 the subpath of bd(Bi) induced by all its vertices left from v′0
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and denote by L′p the subpath of bd(Bl) induced by all its vertices right from v′′0 . We
remove the path L from /(R) and add it to R+. Then add to the sweep front the paths
L1; : : : ; Lp; L′1; L

′′
p . The pockets of all these paths are also halfplanes.

Case Halfplane 2: We have found the leftmost vertex v∈L with at least two external
neighbours. Let u be the leftmost external neighbour of v. Suppose that the edge uv
belongs to the jth equivalence class of �, where v∈Aj and u∈Bj. Add the cut {Aj; Bj}
to C (that this and subsequent additions to C are feasible will be established latter).
Update R by letting R=R\Bj. Let L′ be the subpath of L induced by v and all vertices
right from v (if v= v′0, then L′ =L). First assume that v′0 ∈ bd(Aj). Then either v= v′0
or v′0 must be the left end-vertex of the path bd(Aj). In this case, replace in the sweep
line the path L by L′ and add L\L′ to R+. The pocket of L′ is a bigon (see Figs. 14 and
15). Now assume that the left end-vertex of bd(Aj) is the unique external neighbour
of a vertex w∈L.

As in the previous case, consider the paths L1; : : : ; Lp deEned by the external neigh-
bours of vertices of L comprised between v′0 and w. Every path L2; : : : ; Lp is a border
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Fig. 16. Bigon 1.

line of some cut of G, while L1 is a subpath of the border line bd(Ai) of some cut
{Ai; Bi} (i �= j). Denote by L′1 the subpath of bd(Bi) induced by all its vertices left
from v′0. We replace in /(R) the path L by the paths L1; : : : ; Lp; L′1; L

′ and add the
vertices of L left from v to the region R+. The pockets of all these paths except L′ are
halfplanes and the pocket of L′ is a bigon.

Now we show how to handle bigons. Let R be a bigon bounded by a sweep line L,
a subpath P in the border line of some cut of C, and a subpath of @G. Let v′0 be the
common vertex of L and P (see Figs. 16–18). We say that R is a bigon with sides L
and P and vertex v′0. Let u0 be the neighbour of v′0 in P. We sweep the vertices of L
from left to right, until a vertex with at least two external neighbours is found (if it
exists).

Case Bigon 1: For each vertex v∈L, we have deg−(v)61. Replace in /(R) the path
L by the paths induced by the external neighbours of the vertices from L. The pockets
of all such paths are halfplanes, except the pocket of the path beginning at v′0, which
maybe a bigon having u0 as vertex and this path and P−{v′0} as sides (see Fig. 16).

Case Bigon 2: The vertex v′0 has a second external neighbour u =∈P, where v′0; u0; u
lie on a common inner face. Let uv be in the jth equivalence class of �, where v∈Aj
and u∈Bj. As in the previous case, add the cut {Aj; Bj} to C and set R :=R\Bj. Let y
be the furthest from v′0 common vertex of the paths P and bd(Aj). Analogously, let x
be the furthest from v′0 common vertex of the paths L and bd(Aj) (it may happen that
v′0 coincides with one or both vertices x; y). Update the beach line in the following
way: remove the subpath of P between v′0; y and add the path bd(Aj). Replace in the
sweep front the path L by its subpath L′ induced by x and all vertices of L to its right.
Additionally, add to /(R) the subpath P′ of P starting with y and avoiding v′0 (see
Fig. 17). Notice that the pocket of L′ is the bigon with x as vertex and having L′ and
a subpath of bd(Aj) as sides. Similarly, the pocket of P′ is the bigon having y as the
vertex, and P′ and a subpath of bd(Aj) as sides. In both cases, no new type of pocket
occurs.
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Fig. 17. Bigon 2.

So assume that u0 is the unique external neighbour of v′0.
Case Bigon 3: We have found the leftmost vertex v of L with deg−(v)¿2. Clearly,

v �= v′0. Let w; u be the Erst and second leftmost external neighbours of v. Assume
that the edge uv belongs to the jth equivalence class of the relation � with v∈Aj
and u∈Bj. Notice also that the edges vw and v′0u0 belong to the same equivalence
class, say vw; v′0u0 ∈Ei with v′0; v∈Ai and u0; w∈Bi. Add the cut {Aj; Bj} to C and
set R :=R\Bj. Let x be the furthest from v common vertex of the paths L and bd(Aj)
(maybe x coincides with v). First add the path bd(Aj) to the beach line. Next, replace
in the sweep front the path L by the subpath L′′ of bd(Bi) between u0 and w and the
subpath L′ of L induced by x and all vertices of L located right from x (see Fig. 18).
Add the subpath of L comprised between v′0 and x to the region R+. The pocket of
L′′ is a trigon bounded by the paths P; L′′ and a subpath of bd(Aj) consisting of all
its vertices left from v. The pocket of L′ is a bigon with x as a vertex and bounded
by L′ and the subpath of bd(Aj) consisting of all its vertices right from x (notice that
if x is the right end-vertex of L, then this pocket and the path L′ are empty). So, in
this case a new type of pocket appears.

Finally, we describe how to handle trigons. Let R be a trigon bounded by a line L
of the sweep front, two subpaths P′; P′′ in the beach line (each of them is a subpath
of a border line of a cut from C) and a subpath of @G. Suppose P′ bounds R from
left and P′′ bounds R from right. Let P′ ∩L= {v′0} and P′′ ∩L= {v′′0 }. Denote by u′0
and u′′0 the neighbours of v′0 and v′′0 in P′ and P′′, respectively (see Figs. 20–27).
Notice that in this case the line L is not a longer subpath of the border line of a
cut from C. Namely, either the path L belongs to the border line of a single cut or
L=L1 ∪L2, where the paths L1 and L2 belong to border lines of two transversal cuts.
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In this case, denote by v0 the common vertex of L1 and L2 and call it the peak of
L (for an illustration see Fig. 19). In the Erst case we say that L is an 1-line, in the
second case L is called a 2-line.

While sweeping a trigon, the evolution of the sweep line is roughly the following:
at the beginning it is a 1-line and it preserve this form (or it is replaced by several
1-lines) until we will come to a 1-line which contains exactly one vertex with at least
two external neighbours and this vertex is an inner vertex of degree 5. Then the new
sweep line becomes a 2-line. It can remain a 2-line during several iterations, until on
this line we will End a vertex of degree at least 5. Then it is replaced by two 1-lines
or by an 1-line and a 2-line. The region R+ obtained at the end of the phase is not
always a rectilinear cell, it may contain a certain number of inner vertices of degree
5. These vertices are kept in the list D(R+).

Case Trigon 1: Each vertex of L\{v0} has at most one external neighbour and v0

has precisely two such neighbours. Replace in /(R) the path L by the paths induced by
all external neighbours of vertices of L. If there is only one such path, then its pocket
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Fig. 20. Trigon 2.
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Fig. 21. Trigon 2.

will be also a trigon. Otherwise, the pockets of all these paths are halfplanes, except
the pockets of the leftmost and the rightmost paths, which maybe bigons having u′0
and u′′0 as vertices and the paths P′ − {v′0} and P′′ − {v′′0 } as sides.

Now, assume that either L\{v0} has a vertex with at least two external neighbours,
or v0 has at least three external neighbours.

Case Trigon 2: The vertex v′0 has a second external neighbour u0 =∈P, where v′0; u
′
0; u0

lie on a common inner face. Suppose the edge v′0u0 belongs to the equivalence class
Ej, where v′0 ∈Aj and u0 ∈Bj. Let y be the furthest from v′0 common vertex of the
paths P′ and bd(Aj).

First assume that v′0 has yet another external neighbour w0 (see Fig. 20). This vertex
may be chosen so that v′0; u0; w0 lie on a common inner face of G. Add the cut {Aj; Bj}
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Fig. 22. Trigon 2.
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Fig. 23. Trigon 2.

to C, set R :=R\Bj, and add the path bd(Aj) to the beach line. Next, add to the sweep
front the subpath Q′ of P′ comprised between y and the vertex of P′ on the outer
face of G. Finally, add the subpath of P′ comprised between v′0 and y to the region
R+. The new pocket of L is a trigon bounded by a subpath of bd(Aj) and the paths
L; P′′. The pocket of Q′ is a bigon which is bounded by Q′ and the subpath of bd(Aj)
comprised between y and the vertex of bd(Aj) on the outer face of G (if these two
vertices coincide, this pocket and the path Q′ are empty).

Now assume that v′0 has only two external neighbours u′0 and u0. Sweep L from
left to right until we End the Erst vertex v∈L (if it exists) with zero or at least two
external neighbours. Suppose we have found a vertex v without external neighbours.
Let v′ be the left neighbour of v in L. Denote by u′ the unique external neighbour of
v′. Obviously, the edge v′u′ lies on the outer face of G. Moreover, this edge belongs
to the equivalence class Ej. Now, proceed as in previous subcase: add the jth cut to C
and update the beach line, the sweeping front and the region R+ with one exception:
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in the sweep front replace L by its subpath L′ comprised between v′′0 and the Erst
vertex right from v having at least one external neighbour. Also add the subpath of L
complementary to L′ to the region R+. In this case, the pocket of L′ is not longer a
trigon but a bigon (see Fig. 21).

Now, suppose that the vertex v has at least two external neighbours. Denote by
u; w the Erst and the second leftmost external neighbours of v. Obviously, the edge
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uv belongs to the same equivalence class Ej as v′0u0 (see Fig. 22). Again proceed as
in two previous subcases: add the jth cut to C and update correspondingly the beach
line, the sweeping front and the region R+ with the following exception. First, in the
sweep front we replace L by its subpath L′ comprised between v and v′′0 . If v �= v′′0 ,
then L′ is nonempty, and its pocket is again a trigon.

Finally, if v= v′′0 , let x be the furthest from v′′0 common vertex of the paths P′′ and
bd(Aj) (see Fig. 23). In this case, we remove L from the sweep front and add this path
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to the region R+. Additionally, add to the sweep front the subpath Q′′ of P′′ comprised
between x and the vertex of P′′ on the outer face of G, and add the subpath of P′′

between v and x (except x) to R+. The pockets of new sweep lines Q′ and Q′′ are
two bigons having y and x as their vertices.

Finally suppose that every vertex of L\{v′0} has exactly one external neighbour.
Delete the path L from the sweep front and add it to the region R+. Add to the sweep
front the path L′ induced by u′0; w0; u0 and the external neighbours of the vertices from
L\{u′0}. The pocket of L′ is also a trigon. Notice also that the resulting path L′ is a
2-line.

Case Trigon 3: The unique external neighbour of v′0 is the vertex u′0 ∈P. Let v be
the leftmost vertex of L which has degree larger than or equal to 5.

Subcase (i): v has degree larger than or equal to 6.
Let u; w be the two leftmost external neighbours of v (see Fig. 24). If L is an 1-

line or a 2-line with v∈L1, then add to C the cut {Aj; Bj} deEned by the edge vw.
Otherwise, if L is a 2-line and v∈L2, then add to C the cut {Aj; Bj} deEned by the
edge vu. In both cases, suppose that v∈Aj. Update R by letting R :=R\Bj and add
bd(Aj) to the beach line. In the Erst case, replace in /(R) the path L by two paths L′

and L′′, where L′ is the subpath of bd(Bi) comprised between u′0 and u (here uv∈Ei
with u∈Bi) and L′′ is the subpath of L comprised between v and v′′0 . The pocket of
both L′ and L′′ are trigons. Notice that if L is a 1-line, then both L′ and L′′ are 1-lines,
else L′ is a 1-line and L′′ is a 2-line. Then add the subpath of L between u′0 and u to
R+. In the second case, replace L by a path L′ induced by (unique) external neighbours
of all vertices of L1 and a subpath L′′ of L2 comprised between v and v′′0 . Add L1

and the subpath of L2 between v0 and v to the region R+. In this case, each of the
paths L′ and L′′ is a 1-path and their pockets are trigons. The occurring situations are
illustrated in Fig. 24.

Subcase (ii): v has degree 5.
Let u; w be the two external neighbours of v and let vw∈Ej. If L is a 2-path, then

proceed exactly as in Subcase (i) with the unique diCerence that if v∈L1, then L′′

is the subpath of L comprised between v′′0 and the rightmost common vertex z of L
and bd(Aj). In this case, we additionally add the subpath between v and x to R+. So,
further assume that L is an 1-path (see the Erst graph from Fig. 25). Then the analysis
is similar to that from case Trigon 2.

Namely, we sweep L from v to right to End the next vertex x∈L (if it exists) with
zero or at least two external neighbours. If x does not have external neighbours, then
we just follow the case Trigon 2. Now, suppose the vertex x has at least two external
neighbours. Denote by y; z the Erst and the second leftmost external neighbours of
x. Obviously, the edge xy belongs to the equivalence class Ej (see Fig. 25). Again
proceed as before: add the jth cut to C and update correspondingly the beach line, the
sweeping front and the region R+.

Finally suppose that every vertex of L\{v} has exactly one external neighbour.
Then delete the path L from the sweep front and add it to the region R+. Add
to the sweep front the 2-path L′ induced by the external neighbours of the ver-
tices from L (see Fig. 25). The pocket of L′ is also a trigon. Finally add v to
D(R+).
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4.2. C is a collection of laminar cuts

We continue by establishing that the Enal collection C consists of laminar cuts
only. Additionally, we must show that the pocket of each line in the sweep front is a
halfplane, a bigon, or a trigon. This also will show the correctness of presented Egures.
The basic tools in this proof are Properties 2 and 3 of quadrangulations G ∈Q4. In all
occurring cases, we have a current line L in the sweep front and its pocket RL which
is either a halfplane, a bigon, or a trigon. Additionally, we have found a vertex v∈L
so that a cut {Aj; Bj}, intersecting an edge incident to v, is added to the collection C.
In all cases, we assumed that v∈ bd(Aj). The subpath of @RL induced by the vertices
which do not belong to the boundary of G is called the inner boundary of RL and is
denoted by @′RL (if RL is a bigon, then @′RL =P ∪L, otherwise, if RL is a trigon, then
@′RL =P′ ∪L∪P′′, else, if RL is a halfplane, then @′RL =L).

In order to prove that {Aj; Bj} is laminar with all previous cuts from C, it suGces to
establish that Ej does not share common edges with the inner boundary of the pocket
RL. To prove the second assertion, additionally we must show that if the path bd(Ai)
touches @′RL in a vertex x �= v, then the whole subpath of bd(Aj) comprised between v
and x belongs to @′RL. Suppose by way of contradiction that either Ej intersects @′RL
in some edge xy or that bd(Aj) touches the inner boundary of RL in some vertex x so
that the subpaths of bd(Aj) and @′RL comprised between v and x intersect only in v
and x. In both cases, denote by C′ and C′′ the subpaths of bd(Aj) and @′RL comprised
between the vertices v and x. Denote by D the subgraph of G induced by all vertices
located on the simple circuit C′ ∪C′′ or inside the region of the plane bounded by
this circuit. From Property 3 we infer that D is a quadrangulation from Q4, therefore,
by Property 2 it must contain at least four corners. However, in all occurring cases D
contains either two or three corners: the vertex x, the furthest from v common vertex
of bd(Ai) and @′RL, and one of the end-vertices v′0; v

′′
0 of the sweep line L (see Figs. 26

and 27 for generic cases).

4.3. Dealing with pseudorectilinear cells

Assume that the resulting collection C consists of k laminar cuts {Ai1 ; Bi1}; : : : ; {Aik ;
Bik}, whose pseudolines cut G into k + 1 regions R+

0 ; R
+
1 ; : : : ; R

+
k numbered in order of

their creation. Since every R+
j is the intersection of halfplanes containing this region,

R+
j is a convex, and therefore gated, subgraph of G.
As we noticed already, the two-connected components of the regions R+

0 ; R
+
1 ; : : : ; R

+
k

are not always rectilinear cells, they may contain a certain number of inner or boundary
vertices of degree 5. These vertices are kept in the lists D(R+

j ); j= 0; : : : ; k. To partition
every two-connected component of a pseudorectilinear cell R+

j into rectilinear cells, we
construct a collection C(R+

j ) of laminar convex cuts of R+
j such that for each vertex

v of degree 5 there is a cut from C(R+
j ) which includes an edge incident to v. Notice

that every cut of C(R+
j ) extends in a unique way to a cut from Z.

From the sweeping algorithm we know that when the inner vertex v is added to
the list D(R+

j ), the current sweep line L does not contain other vertices of degree¿5.
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Fig. 28.

Denote by L′ the sweep line considered before L and such that every vertex of L has
a unique neighbour in L′. Let v′ be the neighbour of v in L′ and suppose that v′v∈Eil .
Add the convex cut {Ail ∩R+

j ; Bil ∩R+
j } of R+

j to C(R+
j ); for an illustration see the

vertices v1 and v4 from Fig. 28. Set Ajl :=Ail ∩R+
j ; Bjl :=Bil ∩R+

j . Now, suppose that
v∈D(R+

j ) lies on the boundary of R+
j . In this case, we consider one or two edges

incident to v whose other end-vertices lie on forthcoming sweep lines (see the vertices
v2 and v3 from Fig. 28 for two occurring cases). Then add the cut(s) deEned by this
edge (or these edges) to C(R+

j ). Pick another vertex w of degree 5 and let {Ajl; Bjl} be
the cut deEned by the edge w′w, where w′ is deEned in the same way as v′. These two
cuts are necessarily laminar in R+

j , otherwise we obtain a subregion of R+
j with at most

three corners, contrary to Properties 2 and 3. Thus C(R+
j ) = {{Aj1; Bj1}; : : : ; {Ajkj ; Bjkj}}

is indeed a collection of laminar cuts whose pseudolines partition the cell R+
j into

the rectilinear cells SR+
j0; : : : ;SR

+
jkj

. Denote by T (C(R+)) the tree whose nodes are
these rectilinear cells and two nodes are adjacent iC each of the corresponding cells
contains a border line of the same cut from C(R+

j ). Removing the lth edge from this
tree, we will get two subtrees whose nodes are the cells contained in Ajl and Bjl ,
respectively.

Each of the rectilinear cells SR+
j0; : : : ;SR

+
jkj

can be represented as the intersection

of R+
j with some halfplanes. Since R+

j and the halfplanes are gated, every SR+
jl

(l=0; : : : ; kj) is a gated subgraph as well.

4.4. Vertex labelling

First we reserve contiguous intervals of labels to each of the pseudorectilinear cells
R+

0 ; R
+
1 ; : : : ; R

+
k . Due to the implementation of the queue Q, the numbering of these re-

gions corresponds to a Breadth First Search traversal of the tree T (C). In particular, R+
0

is the root of T (C). According to the algorithm from Section 4.1, R+
0 is obtained from

a halfplane of G, say Ai1 , by cutting oC from Ai1 some disjoint halfplanes Bi2 ; : : : ; Bis .
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Notice that each of these halfplanes contains the cells which correspond to nodes lying
in the same subtree of T (C) obtained after removing the root R+

0 . To R+
0 we reserve

the labels from the interval [1 : : : |R+
0 |]. Now, we traverse the boundary of R+

0 in coun-
terclockwise order starting from Bi1 and reserve contiguous cyclic subintervals of the
interval [|R+

0 | + 1 : : : n] to each of the halfplanes Bij , j= 1; : : : ; s. Assume without loss
of generality that Bi1 ; Bi2 ; : : : ; Bis is the order in which we meet the border lines of the
complements of these halfplanes. To Bj1 we assign the interval [|R+

0 |+1 : : : |R+
0 |+ |Bi1 |]

and to Bij (j= 2; : : : ; s) we assign the interval [|R+
0 |+

∑j−1
l=1 |Bil |+1 : : : |R+

0 |+
∑j

l=1 |Bil |].
The cyclic interval assigned to each of the halfplanes Bij ; j= 1; : : : ; s, is further sub-
divided into smaller contiguous intervals using the same procedure: the interval with
smallest available labels is reserved to the cell R+

j obtained at the end of the phase
on which the halfplane Bij is sweeped, while the remaining labels are distributed in
intervals among the halfplanes which are cut oC from Bij during that phase (the order
of aCecting intervals is the same as for the root cell, i.e., by traversing in counterclock-
wise way the beach line of R+

j ). Notice the following elementary but basic property
of the resulting assignment.

Lemma 3. Let x; y be two arbitrary vertices of @R+
j . Let P be one of the subpaths of

@R+
j comprised between x and y, and consider all halfplanes disjoint from @R+

j such
that the border lines of their complements are completely contained in P. Then the
union of labels of these halfplanes occupies one or two linear subintervals of [1 : : : n].

At the end of this Erst part of the labelling algorithm, to each cell R+
j (j= 0; : : : ; k)

is assigned one circular interval L(R+
j ), such that L(R+

0 ); : : : ;L(R+
k ) form a partition

of [1 : : : n]. Moreover, the unions of labels of cells in each of two subtrees obtained by
removing an arbitrary edge of T (C) constitute two complementary subintervals of the
cyclic interval [1 : : : n]. If R+

j is a rectilinear cell (i.e., every inner vertex has degree
4 and every boundary vertex has degree at most 4), then applying the algorithm from
Section 3.1 we label the vertices v of R+

j with numbers L(v) from the interval L(R+
j ).

Now, suppose that R+
j is a pseudorectilinear cell. In order to label its vertices, Erst

we assign disjoint subintervals of L(R+
j ) to the rectilinear cells SR+

j0; : : : ;SR
+
jkj into

which R+
j is partitioned by the pseudolines of the cuts from C(R+

j ). This can be done
by using the usual procedure: we reserve a suGcient amount of least available labels
to the Erst subcell SR+

j0, and the rest of labels is distributed in intervals among the
halfplanes of cuts from C(R+

j ) which are disjoint from SR+
j0 and such that the border

lines of their complements are contained in @(SR+
j0). Again the order of labelling of

these halfplanes follows the counterclockwise traversal of @(SR+
j0). These intervals are

further subdivided if new regions bounded by cuts from C(R+
j ) are found. As a result,

we assign to each SR+
jl (l= 0; : : : ; kj) a single subinterval L(SR+

jl ), which altogether
partition the interval L(R+

j ). Since each SR+
jl is a rectilinear cell, the Enal labelling

of the vertices from SR+
jl is done by the algorithm from Section 3.1.

One can note that the labelling of the vertices of a quadrangulation G ∈Q4 is per-
formed via a three-level treelike structure. The tree T (C) whose nodes are the cells
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R+
0 ; : : : ; R

+
k is the main tree. For each node R+

j we construct the second-level tree
T (C(R+

j )) whose nodes are the rectilinear cells SR+
jl ; l= 0; : : : ; kj. The vertices of

each SRjl are further grouped into horizontal paths, and the incidence relation between
these paths deEnes the tree Th(SR+

jl ), the third-level tree.

4.5. Edge labelling and routing

In this Enal part of Section 4, we explain how to label the oriented edges of G.
From this algorithm we will immediately establish that the resulting routing scheme
is optimal, i.e., that the messages from a source u to a destination x are rooted via
a shortest (u; x)-path of G. Actually, we will see that our routing scheme obeys the
following equivalent condition: if v is the neighbour of u such that L(x)∈I(u; v),
then v lies on a shortest path between u and x.

Pick an arbitrary vertex u of G, say u∈R+
j . Assume additionally that u belongs to

the rectilinear cell SR+
jl . Next we will show how to label the outgoing edges (u; v).

For this, divide the label I(u; v) into three groups

I(u; v) =I1(u; v)∪I2(u; v)∪I3(u; v)

(as we will see immediately, one or two groups maybe empty). If both u and v belong
to a common rectilinear cell SR+

jl , then I1(u; v) consists of the labels of vertices
x∈SR+

jl such that the messages from u to x will be routed via v, otherwise I1(u; v) is
empty. If v∈R+

j , then I2(u; v) is the union of labels of all vertices x∈R+
j \SR+

jl such
that the messages from u to x will be routed via v (I2(u; v) is empty if v =∈R+

j ). Finally,
I3(u; v) consists of the labels of all vertices of x∈G\R+

j such that the messages from
u to x are routed via v.

The label I1(u; v) is computed using the algorithm from Section 3 (in fact, the
algorithm provides a labelling of all vertices and oriented edges of the rectilinear cell
SR+

jl ). Hence each I1(u; v) occupies one or two cyclic subintervals of the interval
L(SR+

jl ). In the global routing scheme we are allowed to use only subintervals of
[1 : : : n], thus we transform two cyclic subintervals of L(SR+

jl ) into at most three
linear subintervals of [1 : : : n]. Since SR+

jl is convex and routing in each SR+
jl is done

as in the rectilinear cells, we immediately deduce that the labels from the Erst group
I1 assure the optimal routing inside each rectilinear cell R+

jl .
Now assume that uv∈Eil for a cut {Ail ; Bil}∈C. Suppose without loss of generality

that u∈R+
ij ⊆Ail and v∈Bil . Set I3(u; v) =L(Bil) and I3(v; u) =L(Ail). From Sec-

tion 4.4 we know that the labels assigned to Bil and Ail constitute two complementary
circular subintervals of [1 : : : n]. Since v is closer than u from every vertex x∈Bil , we
obtain the required property of routing.

It remains to deal with outgoing edges (u; v) which belong to the pseudorectilin-
ear cell R+

j , more precisely, to a two-connected component of this cell (one can as-
sume without loss of generality that R+

j itself is two-connected). Assume that R+
j was

constructed in the phase during which the halfplane Aij was swept. Suppose that at
this phase the cuts Cj = {{Ail ; Bil}; {Ail+1 ; Bil+1}; : : : ; {Ail+s ; Bil+s}} have been added to C,
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where Bil ; Bil+1 ; : : : ; Bil+s are disjoint from R+
j . This means that R+

j =Aij\(Bil ∪Bil+1 · · · ∪
Bil+s). The numbering of the halfplanes Bij ; Bil ; Bil+1 ; : : : ; Bil+s is the same as in
Section 4.4, i.e., following the counterclockwise traversal of @R+

j . From the sweep-
ing algorithm of Section 4.1 we know that {Aij ; Bij}∈C, hence L(Aij) and L(Bij)
form two complementary subintervals of the cyclic interval [1 : : : n].

The vertex u has at most Eve neighbours in R+
j , say v1; v2; v3; v4; v5. Consider the

equivalence classes Ep of � deEned by the edges uvp, p65. Since the region R+
j is

convex, every such class Ep shares precisely two edges with @R+
j , the leftmost edge

lep and the rightmost edge rep. These are either two edges of @G, or one edge of @G
and one edge of a border line of a cut from Cj, or two edges from the border lines of
two distinct cuts of Cj. Hence {Ap; Bp} is laminar with all cuts of Cj except one or two
cuts. If u is an inner vertex of degree 4, the four cuts deEned by the edges incident to
u divide R+

j into eight bigons. Similarly, if u has degree 5, we will obtain ten bigons
(the case u∈ @R+

j is similar, even easier). Consequently, the boundary of the region
R+
j will be partitioned into eight or ten paths. Since the cuts deEned by two edges

uvp and uvq lying in a common 4-face are transversal and Z does not contain three
pairwise transversal cuts, Ep and Eq cannot share common edges with the border line
of the same halfplane. To I3(u; v1) we assign the labels of all halfplanes Bil+q such that
bd(Ail+q) is contained entirely in the subpath of @R+

j comprised between the edges le1

and re1. If le1 ∈ @G, to I3(u; v2) we assign the labels of all halfplanes Bil+p such that
bd(Ail+p) is contained entirely in the subpath of @R+

j comprised between le1 and re2.
Otherwise, if le1 ∈ bd(Ail+q), then assign to I3(u; v2) the label of the halfplane Bil+q
plus the labels of all halfplanes Bil+p such that bd(Ail+p) is contained entirely in the
subpath of @R+

j comprised between le1 and re2. Using the same method, we distribute
labels to the rest of outgoing arcs (see Fig. 29). From Lemma 3, we conclude that
each I3(u; vp) occupies one or two linear subintervals of [1 : : : n]. Notice also that if
L(x)∈I3(u; vp), then vp is closer to x than u, because x∈V (vp; u) =Bp.

In a similar way, we specify the group I2. Suppose that R+
j was partitioned into

the rectilinear cells SR+
j0; : : : ;SR

+
jkj using the collection of laminar cuts C(R+

j ). Let
{Aj1Bj1}; : : : ; {Ajkj ; Bjrj} be the cuts from C(R+

j ) such that bd(Aj1)∪ : : : bd(Ajkj)⊆ @
(SR+

jl ). If uv participates in one of these cuts, then set I2(u; v) =L(Bjl) and I2(v; u) =
L(Ajl). Each of these labels occupies a single cyclic subinterval of L(R+

j ), therefore
one or two linear subintervals of [1 : : : n]. It remains to deEne I2(u; vp) for neighbours
vp of u inside the rectilinear cell SR+

jl . If u is an inner vertex of SR+
jl then it has four

neighbours v1; v2; v3; v4 and the labelling is performed similarly to that from Fig. 29.
The case when u∈ @(SR+

jl ) is completely similar. Each I2(u; vp) occupies a single
circular subinterval of L(R+

j ), therefore two linear subintervals of [1 : : : n]. Since R+
j

is convex, this shows that routing messages between two vertices in diCerent rectilinear
subcells of R+

j can be done using at most two intervals per edge (from the group I2).
Note that in order to route the message from u to the destination outside the pseu-

dorectilinear cell R+
j or outside the rectilinear cell SR+

jl , we send the message to a
neighbour of u which has the same gate as u in the halfplane of G or of R+

j . Conse-
quently, the message from u will be sent to its gate in the respective halfplane. This
establishes the optimality of the routing scheme.
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Fig. 29.

Summarizing, here is the main result of this paper.

Theorem 2. For a quadrangulation G ∈Q4, the described routing scheme R= (L;I)
is an optimal 7-SLIRS.

Notice that only a few edges of G will be labelled with seven linear intervals, the
most edges will have labels consisting of Eve or less intervals.

5. Some further results

In this section, we adjust the routing schemes from Sections 3 and 4 to plane trian-
gulations and hexagonal systems.
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Fig. 30.

5.1. Triangulations from T6

Metric properties of triangulations G= (V; E) from T6 have been investigated in
several papers, see for example [4] and the papers cited therein. We will need two
simple properties of such graphs established before. Let b be a Exed vertex of G. We
call an edge uv horizontal if dG(b; u) =dG(b; v) and vertical if dG(b; u) �=dG(b; v).

Property 4. If uv is a horizontal edge of G, then there exists precisely one common
neighbour x of u and v such that dG(b; x)¡dG(b; u) =dG(b; v).

Property 5. G does not contain three pairwise adjacent vertices which are equidistant
to b.

From this property we immediately conclude that every inner face of G contains
exactly one horizontal edge. Denote by E0 the set of vertical edges of G.

Lemma 4. The partial subgraph G0 = (V; E0) of G is a quadrangulation from Q4.
Moreover, G0 is a 2-spanner of G, i.e. dG0 (u; v)62dG(u; v) holds for arbitrary vertices
u and v.

Proof. Suppose that the plane embedding of G0 is obtained from that of G by removing
all horizontal edges. Pick a horizontal edge uv of G. Then uv belongs either to one or
to two triangles (inner faces) of G. By Property 4, two other edges of those triangles
are vertical. This immediately implies that G0 is a quadrangulation. Now, we will
show that every inner vertex w of G0 has at least four neighbours in G0. Assume
by way of contradiction that w has only three neighbours u1; u3; u3 in G0. Let v1; v2,
and v3 be the second common neighbours in G0 of the pairs {u1; u2}; {u2; u3}, and
{u3; u1}, respectively. Therefore, (w; u1; v1; u2), (w; u2; v2; u3), and (w; u3; v3; u1) are the
inner faces of G0 sharing the vertex w. Since w belongs to the region R bounded by
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the 6-cycle C = (u1; v1; u2; v2; u3; v3) of G, all neighbours of w in G are located inside
or on the boundary of R. But inside R we do not have other vertices, because R is the
union of all 4-faces incident to w. Consequently, since w has degree¿6 in G, it must
be adjacent in G to all vertices of the cycle C. Thus, wv1;wv2, and wv3 are horizontal
edges of G. Let k =dG(b; v1) =dG(b; v2) =dG(b; v3) =dG(b; w). Applying Property 4 to
each of the horizontal edges wv1;wv2, and wv3 we conclude that at least two of the
vertices u1; u2; u3, say the Erst two, are at distance k−1 to b. This, however, contradicts
the uniqueness of the vertex from Property 4: for the edge wv1, both vertices u1 and
u2 are closer to b. This contradiction establishes that indeed G0 ∈Q4.

It remains to show that G0 is a 2-spanner of G. Indeed, pick two arbitrary vertices
u; v and a shortest path P of G connecting these vertices. We will transform P into a
(u; v)-path P0 whose length is at most twice the length of P. Every vertical edge of P
belongs also to P0. Now, if xy is a horizontal edge of P, then by Property 4 there is
a common neighbour z of x and y which is closer to the base-point b. Hence xz and
yz are vertical edges of G, thus we may replace xy by xz and zy. This concludes the
proof.

From this lemma and the results of Section 4 we obtain the following consequence.

Corollary 1. For a triangulation G ∈T6, the routing scheme R= (L;I) for G0 is a
7-SLIRS with stretch factor 2 for G.

One can easily construct examples of such triangulations in which for certain pairs
of vertices there is a unique shortest path and this path consists of horizontal edges
only. Therefore, the stretch factor 2 is tight here.

5.2. Hexagonal systems

Hexagonal systems are quite similar with rectilinear cells. If for rectilinear cells we
have two types of edges (horizontal and vertical), hexagonal systems have three types
of parallel edges, one of them is the class of vertical edges. Notice that if one contracts
all vertical edges of a hexagonal system H , we will get a rotated rectilinear cell. If,
instead, we remove the vertical edges from H , again the edges from two remaining
classes will be grouped into paths (to some extent, we call them also h-paths). The
incidence relation between these paths give raise to a tree Th(H). Furthermore, one
can also deEne the notions of pockets and segments. The routing scheme R= (L;I)
for H is quite similar to that for rectilinear cells. The bijection L :V → [1 : : : n] and
the labels of vertical edges are the same. The labelling of an edge uv on a h-path hpi
is slightly diCerent. Suppose u is left from v. The edge uv belongs to the supports of
one or two pockets P′ and P′′, say P′ is above hpi and P′′ is below hpi (one of these
pockets maybe absent). Up to symmetry one can assume that u is adjacent to a vertex
of P′ and v is adjacent to a vertex of P′′. Now, in addition to the labels of (u; v)
and (v; u) assigned as for rectilinear cells, add to I(u; v) the labels of the pocket P′′

and to I(v; u) add the labels of the pocket P′. One can easily check that I(u; v) and
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I(v; u) occupy two circular intervals each. On the other hand, the routing is no longer
optimal.

Up to symmetry, it suGces to consider the following case. Suppose that the message
sent from a source x arrives at some h-path hpi and its destination y is a vertex in a
pocket P′ below hpi. It will be further sent along the h-path to the closest vertex u of
the support of P′. Inside the pocket P′, the vertical moves and the oblique moves to the
right will alternate until we will come to a vertex v in a new h-path hpj such that the
support of the pocket P′′ (with respect to hpj) containing y will not contain the node
v. In this case the message will be sent along hpj to the closest vertex w of the support
of P′′, and so one, until it arrives at the destination y. In order to End the stretch
factor of this routing scheme R, it suGces to compare dR(u; w) and dG(u; w). Indeed,
the vertices u and w lie on every shortest (x; y)-path. The worst case is when P′′ is
located left from v and from the closest to u vertex v′ from hpj. In this case, the shortest
way from u to w is to go via v′. The shortest path between u and v′ is an alternating
path of vertical edges and oblique edges oriented to the left. One can easily show that
dG(u; v) =dG(v; v′) =dG(u; v′), i.e. the region comprised between the (u; v)−; (v; v′)−,
and (u; v′)−shortest paths is a kind of equilateral triangle formed of regular hexagons.
Since dR(u; w) =dG(u; v)+dG(v; v′)+dG(v′; w) and dG(u; w) =dG(u; v′)+dG(v′; w), we
conclude that dR(u; w)=dG(u; w)62. As a consequence, we obtain the following result.

Corollary 2. For a hexagonal system G ∈H the routing scheme presented above is
a 2-SIRS with the stretch factor 2.
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